
Dear reader,

You have just received the 2nd newsle�er of the LMI-EUniv project, a 26 months ERASMUS+ Strate-
gic Partnership, that brings together 5 partners from �ve EU countries to understand how European 
Universities are using labour market information and labour market intelligence in the planning and 
delivery of their training o�er and how can this be improved. 

Best wishes,
LMI-EUniv project team

LMI-EUniv survey

�e LMI-EUniv team has launched a large European survey to 
�nd out how Universities in Europe are using Labour Market 
Intelligence (LMI).

Understanding how Universities are using LMI is critical to 
develop the best strategis for matching the education/courses 
and extra-curricular elements to the needs of the local and 
regional area.

With e�ective LMI, universities will be be�er able to innovate 
around core themes such as demand driven internal strategic 
planning; targeted business and public facing activities; 
increased outreach and widening participation; e�cient 
Careers Advice to potential and current learners, and an ability 
to express their value to the community and local area in 
newer, more profound ways.
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�e LMI-EUniv team at work. �e 
second transnational meeting was held 
in Bilbao on 15 March at Prospektiker. 
�e partners kicked o� the second year 
with the design of the new products: 
LMI-Hub, Training Course and Guide. An 
exciting moment of collaboration.

Meeting in Bilbao

We've just added Skills-OVATE data to our Labour Market Intelligence Hub! �is means you can 
now access detailed insights on job roles and skills demanded by employers across 28 European 
countries. Our Hub is the ultimate resource for anyone looking to stay informed and make 
data-driven decisions in the job market.

LMI Hub

�e European Commission support for the production of this 
publication does not constitute an endorsement of the 
contents which re�ects the views only of the authors, and the 
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which 
may be made of the information contained therein.


